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Assignment 25 

 
Please watch Lesson 25 and Tutorial 25 before attempting this assignment 

 
 

Part A 

1. Pick three words from the ‘Fourth list of a hundred verbs’ and write a sentence with each. 

 
2. Pick three words from words club ‘shun’ and write a sentence with each. 

 
3. Use these two words in one sentence 

a.) allow, cow 

b.) arrow, borrow 

 
4. Use the best connector in the following sentences: 

a.) I like sugar in my coffee  I don’t like milk in it. 

b.) Is it Friday  Thursday today? 

c.) Neither my brother  my sister owns a car. 

d.) Listen to the lecture   answer the questions. 

 
5. Is there any difference between the meanings of the verbs ‘vest’ and ‘invest’? 
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Part B 

Frame the sentences carefully to make sense, as required. [Please use discretion regarding articles.] 

[have] = have / has / had / will have 

[3rd] = given / taken / sold / loved / bought / brought / written /… 

[Details] = on where / when / why / how / what / whom / by whom /… 

[In some cases, as an item of details, you may put another event as context.] 
 

 

 
 

 Subject [have] been [3rd] Type [Details] 

1 his brother    future, negative  

2 businessmen    present, interrogative  

3 policy makers    past, negative  

4 people    past, interrogative  

5 seller    present, negative  

6 education system    future, positive  

7 work    present, query: when  
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8 classmates    present, positive  

9 books    past, query: which  

10     present, query: what  

11 labourer    future, negative  

12 mansion    future, positive  

13 artist    past, negative  

14 rains    present, positive  

15 flights    past, positive  

16 syllabus    past, query: when  

17 friends    past, interrogative  

18 documents    present, interrogative  

19     past, query: who  

20 milkman    present, positive  

 


